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May this autumn instill
yearning in our hearts.
When life gets rough
and leaves us drained
When we need a shoulder to cry on,
someone to lift us up ?
May autumn be our comforter
our hearts have yearned for.
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NOROO News

NOROO Group Chairman & CEO Young-Jae Han Visits Affiliate Plants
NOROO Group Chairman Han paid visits to the plants of the affiliates
from July 7 to July 9. Chairman Han’ visit boosted employee morale in
the factories he visited as he commended their hard work. On Monday,
July 7, he visited DCC's Pohang Plant and DAC & DBC's Ulsan powder
paint factory. On July 8, he visited Noroo Paint’s Chilseo Plant and Busan
Branch as well as IPK’s Chilseo Plant and HQ. The purpose of his visits
was to tour the production facilities of the respective affiliates and
express his appreciation for the hard work of the members. CEO Han
instructed his subordinates to plan for intra-group visits to foster greater
synergy.
NOROO Group Provides Training on How to Respond to Climate
Change
NOROO Group conducted training sessions from August 22 to
September 4 to equip its members with the knowledge to respond
effectively to the legal restrictions constraining greenhouse gases
emissions, implement corporate pro-environmental strategies, and
enhance ecological awareness. These sessions were intended for those
in managerial posts. Assistant managers and other partners will receive
similar training by viewing video clips or through their team heads. The
agenda of the sessions included climate change response, long-term
energy outlook, recent discussions on climate change, response from the
industry, energy-related technologies to meet the Convention on Climate
Change, corporate experience on establishing GHG (greenhouse gases)
inventories (case study), and CDM (Clean Development Mechanism)
utilization by corporations.
Global Leader Training Class 1 Completes Course
The first class of the Global Leader Training course celebrated the
completion of their 1-year course in Novotel, Doksan-dong on August
19. This program was aimed at reinforcing its 9 trainees’ mid- and longterm competitive power and developing them into proactive leaders and
global resources for the future. The results of the training and next steps
were shared during the celebration of the successful conclusion of this
training. The Presidents of all affiliates including President Choi, Gwanggyun of DIP Holdings congratulated the trainees on their success and
encouraged them to continue developing themselves and adding value
to their companies by applying their training to work.
NOROO Group Goes on Vacation
NOROO Group’s affiliates granted their members summer vacation
between the end of July and beginning of August. DPI Holdings, Noroo
Paint, DCC, Dai Yon, and CK were closed for vacation from August 1 to
August 6 while IPK from August 2 to August 7 and DAC and DBC from
July 26 to July 31 and the following weekend.
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Noroo Paint Co., Ltd.
KSA Recognizes Noroo Paint’s No. 1 Position in the Market for the
Third Consecutive Year
Sponsored by the Korean Agency for Technology and Standards, the
Korea Standards Association (KSA) awarded Noroo Paint for its KScertified, best-in-kind products for the third consecutive year based on the
2008 KS-QEI survey. The KSA has expanded the scope of the survey from
KS-certified products between 2005 and 2007 to commodities in general.
This year’s survey also testified that quality plays the key role in creating
the best experience for customers, who are inclined to repurchase the
products they find satisfactory.
Noroo Paint’s water-soluble paints earned a score of 784.4 points, which
was the best among its competitors. Noroo Paint’s consistent R&D and
quality improvement efforts were thus recognized by an outside
organization.
What is KS-QEI?
The abbreviation of the “Korean Standard-Quality Excellence Index,” KS-QEI
is a customer satisfaction measuring model developed jointly by KSA and the
Index Research Group of the Korean Society for Quality management
(KSQM). It is a comprehensive index that represents the superior quality of
the product and level of satisfaction of its buyers or experts.

Noroo Paint Sponsors Samreung Elementary School’s Wall Painting
by Supplying Paints
“Once it’s done, the students of this school will enjoy the delightful
pictures on the wall.” It was the comment of the professors and
students of the Design Department of Hanyang Women’s College who
painted the walls of Samreung Elementary School in Samseong-dong,
Seoul on a sunny day in July. The participating students mixed paints
and primers and began painting the constellations, universe, and
spacecrafts on the wall with a theme of dream and hope.
One participant said, “I have no particular difficulty in painting thanks to
my friends’ help. I want to be a messenger of hope to my little friends.”
The Principal of Samreung Elementary School also sent a card of
appreciation to Noroo Paint for sending paint free of charge for the wallpainting.
Noroo Paint Management Fulfills Its Commitment toward Labor
Regarding Wage Increase
Noroo Paint”s Labor Union decided at the end of April to follow the
management”s upcoming decision regarding the wage adjustment for
this year. It was a decision to relieve the company”s financial burden due
to the skyrocketing prices of the petrochemical products, which are the
base materials for paints. Three months later, on July 21, President Yang,
Jeong-mo e-mailed all staff to announce a 4% wage increase for this
year, which was fulfilled on the payday for July.
The Labor Union responded by thanking the management for this
unexpected increase. The Union further praised the management for
fulfilling the commitment it made in April to do its best to increase wages
based on the business results of the first half of this year.
President Yang, Jeong-mo urged all members to use wisdom and
enthusiasm for the rest of this year in overcoming all difficulties and
working toward this year”s business targets.
09+10 2008
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NOROO News

Labor Leader Kim, Yong-mok Elected to Continue in Office in its 9th Period
On July 18, Labor Leader Kim, Yong-mok was elected by 85% of the
voters to continue in office in the 9th period of the Union. The election
took place in the presence of 250 Noroo Paint Union members in the
Anyang Plant. Labor Leader Kim presented a slogan to “fill the Labor
Union with dream and hope by making employment more stable.” Kim
promised the voters to break through challenges with modesty,
diligence, faith, and courage as well as strong initiatives and direct labor
activities to promote co-existence of management and labor. Also, he
presented a vision to pursue a servant leadership to make the Labor
Union more transparent, honest, and future-oriented. Thanking his
supporters for electing him the third time, he said, “I would like to make
our Union a mature and stable organization that promotes the coexistence of management and labor.”
Noroo Paint’s Environmental Efforts Recognized by Anyang District
Environmental Council
Representatives of the Anyang District Environmental Council (headed by
Chairman Lee, Seong-seob) visited the Noroo Paint on July 30 to honor
the company with an appreciation plaque for its long-term contribution
to environmental protection. This event was especially meaningful
because the company’s pro-environmental operations and
environmental endeavors in the region it operates in were recognized by
a regional environmental council consisting entirely of NGO’s.
Since its establishment in Anyang in 1974, Noroo Paint has encouraged
its members and families to participate in cleaning Anyangcheon
(Stream) as an advocate of environmental protection and hosted various
events upholding environmental values.
President Yang, Jeong-mo stated, “We will work harder to protect the
environment and pursue sustainable development throughout our
production process and management. Also, we will continue to live our
beliefs in protecting the environment and fulfilling our social
responsibility.”
Noroo Paint Awarded a Plaque of Appreciation by KAAPT
On August 18, representatives of the Korea Association of Automobile
Paint Technicians (KAAPT; headed by President Lee, Jin-gu) visited
Noroo Paint HQ and presented a plaque of appreciation for its great
contribution to the development of auto-paint technicians.
Noroo Paint has provided painting systems (Color Bank) and materials to
the automobile painting departments of 25 technical high schools and
vocational schools since 2007. Also, Noroo Paint’s products are used in
the national paint technician’s contests sponsored by the Human
Resources Development Service of Korea.
During KAAPT’s visit to Noroo Paint, it was represented by its President
(Lee, Jin-gu/Shinjin Science Technology Academy), VP (Park, Inseon/Yeosu Technical High School), and Secretary (Seong Nakcheon/Mirae High School of Science and Technology). Noroo Paint°Øs
President Yang, Jeong-mo promised to continue to support future paint
technicians.
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Noroo Paint Celebrates 21st Anniversary of Labor Union’s Launch
and Holds the 22nd General Meeting of Labor Representatives
The 21st anniversary of the launch of Noroo Paint’s Labor Union and the
22nd general meeting of labor representatives were held in Anyang Plant
on August 21. These events constituted Part I of a two-part special
program in the presence of Noroo management and labor members. Part
II of the program included an informal talk between labor representatives
from other organizations (Federation of Korean Chemical Workers’
Unions and its Central and West Gyeonggi Regional Office and
Federation of Korean Trade Unions and its Gyeonggi Regional Branch)
and a ceremony to honor Lee, Pil-wun, an exemplary partner, with an
award and celebrative events.
Noroo Paint’s Labor Leader Kim, Yong-mok said during his remarks, “I
thank all labor members for supporting me to take the leadership of the
9th Labor Administration and promise to continue union activities to
enhance our members’ quality of life.”

CK Co., Ltd.
CK Ansan Plant Gathers at Dinner Table
CK Co., Ltd. invited all members and the staff of Dai Yon and IPK
working at CK’s Ansan Plant as well as its suppliers' drivers to a dinner
on August 8. Almost all invitees attended and filled the Galbi restaurant
located near the Central Station of Ansan City. They enjoyed one
another’s company over dinner regardless of their position and
organization. This dinner party was given right after CK had reached its
sales target of 7 billion KRW, encouraging all to unite for meeting the
challenges facing the company in the future.

DAC Co., Ltd.
DAC Completes Hwaseong Plant and Starts Operation
DAC moved all its operations to its new plant facility located in Jangan,
Hwaseong which began operations on August 11. The first factory
facility for DAC, the automobile paint manufacturing Hwaseong Plant,
incorporates the main office, production, service, and welfare buildings.
This 50,000m2-large facility has 120 workers and is located within the
advanced international industrial complex at 579 Geumui-ri, Janganmyeon, Hwaseong-si.
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NOROO Focus

Noroo Paint Aims to Go Global Through Strategic Partnership in Emerging Market
Text by Editorial Department
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Noroo Paint is expanding its auto refinishes business to the Middle East and other international markets.
To become a global player in the premium paint market, Noroo Paint ambitiously launched “AUTUSS”
with ISAMU, Japan's major auto-paint professional.

09+10 2008
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As a new premium paint brand for auto repair launched by
Noroo Paint in partnership with ISAMU, AUTUSS aims to meet
the increasing demand for imported automobiles especially
those made in Japan.
Since AUTUSS’s launch in Korea in 2001, sales of Japanese
automobiles have dramatically increased, capturing a 40%
share of Korea’s imported vehicle market in 2008. Considering
Japanese auto makers’ strategy of expanding business in Korea,
AUTUSS’s market share is expected to reach 50% in no time.
Having adopted ISAMU’s industry-leading technologies in delicate color-matching and water-soluble paint manufacturing,
Noroo Paint is set to expand its share in the imported automobile market by up to 30% in just 5 years.
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ISAMU, Noroo Paint Follow Win-win Strategy

signed an exclusive distribution agreement to support mutual

Established in 1927, ISAMU enjoys an 18% share in the local

growth in the Middle East. In 2007, the two parties signed a

auto-repair paint market and operates 12,000 distributorships

technical support and brand license agreement to start local

in Japan. It also has branch facilities in Tokyo, Osaka, Nagoya,

production and reduce costs. They also plan to establish

and Fukuoka and operates 9 painting schools throughout

technical support and color service centers for their customers

Japan.

in the region.

ISAMU’s color data and production technologies for Japanese

The AKA Group operates an auto-paint plant in Makkah; its

vehicles will help Noroo Paint succeed in expanding its share

activities include manufacturing coatings and related

in the local and overseas premium auto markets. In addition,

supplements, importing and distributing body compartments

Noroo Paint plans to leverage its global networking to

and goods for use in paint production, importing and

expand the AUTUSS business in the market, which in turn will

distributing base materials for the chemical industry, and

streamline its production.

supplying IT solutions to the auto industry. The far-reaching

Noroo Paint and ISAMU are implementing their win-win

business will be an advantage to NOROO’s operations in the

strategy to expand business in the global auto-repair paint

Middle East.

market.
Noroo Paint Emerges as Asia’s Major Corporation
NOROO Launches Business in the Middle East!

Noroo Paint is localizing its business in six regions worldwide

In addition to its partnership with ISAMU, Noroo Paint also

by forming strategic partnerships with local corporations in

plans to forge a partnership with the AKA Group -- the

China, Japan, ASEAN region, Middle East, Africa, India,

largest paint distributor in the Middle East -- to lay down the

Americas, and Europe. This strategy translates into early

foundation for future expansion in the region. The Group

market penetration and increased sales, helping Noroo

intends to increase its share gradually in the Middle East

Paint’s Overseas Business Division enjoy a business boom in

market through this partnership, ultimately reaching Africa.

the auto-repair paint business.

Noroo Paint expects its expansion to the Middle East will

These measures are propelling Noroo Paint toward becoming

mark the beginning of a new success story for the company.

the best auto-repair paint producer in Korea and abroad,

Boasting the largest market share in the Middle East, the AKA

gradually reinforcing its partnership with ISAMU and ensuring

Group has a robust sales network in the region. Noroo Paint

that the world receives the best-quality paint products from

and AKA Group began partnership negotiations in 2003 and

Noroo Paint.
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Power of Team

Close Teamwork Brings Genuine Happiness To Research Team #1 of CK Co., Ltd.
Text by Editorial Department
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“We live in the same neighborhood and often bump into each other in the supermarket. Haha.” We saw bright smiles on the
faces of Deputy Director Lee, Seong-gon and Assistant Managers Lee, Gwang-ho and Shin Jae-seok as they relate their special
relationship as neighbors and colleagues.

09+10 2008
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Power of Team

Rain stopped and the sun shined through the window when we visited
Research Team #1 of CK Co., Ltd. Well-known for its handsome members,
the team had a quiet and stable atmosphere. The team members we
interviewed calmly yet confidently answered our questions.
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Deputy Director Lee, Seong-gon, the Team’s Big Brother
Deputy Director Lee is the team’s
oldest member and leader and
manages its projects and affairs. He is
known for taking care of his team as
his family and being helpful to
everyone. His considerate personality
is well reflected on his smiling face.
Assistant Manager Shin, Jae-seok said, “My wife is pregnant and I often
need to buy a snack for her on my way home.” He then added, “I was
thankful to Mr. Lee when he bought me something to eat to bring home.”
Hearing this comment, Deputy Director Lee shyly smiled, saying that it was
natural to care about Shin and his family as his neighbors.
Team’s Smart Guy, Assistant Manager Lee, Gwang-ho
Assistant Manager Lee, Gwang-ho is an asset to the team for his
thoughtfulness and confidence. He is the team’s smart guy. The quiet look
on his face belies him at work, because he is highly efficient and fast when
it comes to his responsibilities in the waterproof MMA products for roads.
Research Team #1 is a very busy team due to its focused research on
flooring materials. Lee is well-known for his thorough and expeditious style
at work, not only within his team but also in connection with other teams.
Deputy Director Lee complimented Assistant Manager Lee saying, “He is
very clear about what he is doing and is an excellent coordinator.” He
further described him saying, “He is a well-rounded member of our team
and a warm-hearted, mild-tempered, and cooperative person with lots of
qualities that make him special.”
Team’s Cool Guy, Assistant Manager Shin, Jae-seok
Assistant Manager Shin has a cute look on his face and is the youngest
member of his team. When he first joined the team, he was literally
09+10 2008

shining like a model for a magazine. Time flies and he is already a fatherto-be. He is considered as the team’s youngest brother, but the role he
plays in the team is far from insignificant. He conducts research on general
paints for construction and insulation. The insulation paints are being
prepared for launch in the niche market at the beginning of next year.
Assistant Manager Lee described Shin: “His kind impression and strong
personality are his important strengths and equip him with the tools
needed to be a good manager. He is highly organized as a worker and
very pleasant to be with as a person.”
Assistant Manager Shin makes his team better by becoming a harmonious
partner to Deputy Director Lee and Assistant Manager Lee who are known
for their intelligence and warm-heartedness.
Two Hopes
The members of Research Team #1 hope to achieve two goals. Since the
team’s first goal is to join a specialized sector of the market, each of its
members aims to apply for and commercialize at least 1 patent this year.
The team is working hard to reach its goal for the niche market. The
second goal the team wants to achieve is to have a family gathering.
Deputy Director Lee explained, “It is one of our team’s goals to gather as
families and enjoy ourselves.” He added, “We plan to
have this gathering after Shin’s baby
comes along.” The team used to
have 6 members, but was
reduced to only three members,
which resulted in an increased
workload and less time to develop
themselves. Deputy Director Lee
hopes to compensate for his team’s
hard work by holding a family event.
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Trend Report

Greenhouse Gases Reduction Initiatives and Implementation
Plans and Directions of Baraka Global Advisors
Text by Nam, Hoon, Director, Baraka Global Advisors
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Under UN’s leadership, the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) was adopted in Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil in 1992 and put into effect in March 1994. The Convention divides countries into groups with differing commitments
based on Annex I and Non-annex I to allocate equal shares to them in reducing the greenhouse gases emissions (GHG).

Picture 1. CO2 Emissions of Major Countries (2005)

Picture 2. Oil Consumption by Country (2006) Picture 3. Korea’s Future GHG Emissions

09+10 2008
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Trend Report

Kyoto Protocol Assigns Objectives to Reduce Greenhouse
Gases Emissions
On the basis of the fundamental principles of the Convention, the Kyoto
Protocol was adopted to assign tangible targets to reduce GHG
emissions, and it defined the following criteria:
First, the Protocol defined the scope of the greenhouse gases to include
CO2, CH4, N2O, HFCs, PFCs, and SF6. Second, this agreement committed
the participants to reduce during its 1st implementation period the
emissions by 5.2% on average compared to 1990 and assigned them
with differing permissible emission levels. Third, the Protocol introduced
a market system to promote a cost-effective GHG emissions reduction,
namely, the Kyoto Mechanism. The Mechanism consists of Joint
Implementation (JI), The Clean Development Mechanism (CDM), and
Emissions Trading (ET), which were designed to make implementation
more flexible. The Kyoto Protocol became effective in February 2005 as a
legally binding international agreement regarding the reduction of GHG
emissions.
As of 2008, the only OECD countries that have not been assigned a
target to reduce GHG emissions in the UNFCCC are Korea and Mexico,
ranking the 10th and 7th among the countries emitting CO2 (refer to
Picture 1).
As the post-Kyoto regime is currently in negotiation, a discussion is in
progress to determine whether some large energy consumers
responsible for considerable GHG emissions should be newly committed
to reduce GHG emissions. Korea is one of the countries that may be
required to reduce emissions starting from 2013. The Korean
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government is making a comprehensive preparation for this discussion.
Since 1999 when the government implemented the 1st comprehensive
plan, it has taken active measures to cope with climate change. In
December 2007, it established the 4th plan to focus on adaptation,
R&D, and reduction for 2008-2012. The government is going to
participate actively in reducing GHG emissions (reduction) by reinforcing
the industry’s capabilities to adapt to climate change (adaptation), and
developing core technologies (R&D).
If Korea is included in the countries with a commitment, the industries in
Korea will be required by the government to reduce GHG emissions from
2013 onward. The Korean corporations will be obliged to establish
systems for GHG emissions reduction by creating corporate GHG
inventories and CDM projects as well as participating in the carbon
markets.
Structure and Mechanism of the Carbon Markets
The structure and operating mechanism of carbon markets may be
illustrated by the case of the EU ETS, which is responsible for about 80%
of the world’s Emission Trading. Once the Assigned Amount Units
(AAUs) are set for the relevant countries in the EU for the period
between 2008 and 2012, each country’s NAP (National Allocation
Plans) allocates allowances for the private sectors responsible for
emissions. Assigned to reduce between 2008 and 2012 8% of
emissions compared to 1990, EU assigns an allowance for each member
country, which will in turn allocate allowances to major private facilities
responsible for emissions. EU controls around 40% of the total GHG
emissions from this region in this way.
The private corporations allocated allowances make independent efforts
to reduce GHG emissions by raising the efficiency of their energy
consumption and changing fuels in use, among others. If any of these
corporations reduces emissions beyond the set target, it can trade the
remaining allowance. If a corporation exceeds the allocated limit, it is
required to meet the compulsory level by purchasing an allowance from
another corporation or credits generated by the CDM or JI systems. The
carbon market consists of the allowance market that enables the trading
of the surplus allowances and the project-based market that facilitates
trading of the allowances generated by the GHG emissions reduction
projects like CDM and JI.
In some cases, the carbon market is subdivided into a Primary Market
and a Secondary Market. This classification is based on the uncertainties
and risks inherent in the CDM projects of the underdeveloped countries
and the JI projects of the East European countries. The CDM projects are
completed by the grant of the credits (allowances) through a very
stringent procedure that entails the business plans, investment resource
raising as well as the registration (verification of methodology) and
09+10 2008

certification (feasibility verification) stipulated by international agencies
such as UN.
Therefore, the certified emissions reduction (CER) for the future are
allowed to be traded by the market participants in the Primary Market
based on the risk of the relevant project even before the grant of the
final credits, thereby reducing investment risks on the part of the project
developer and encouraging more investments toward the CDM project
concerned. The Secondary Market is where the participants trade the
allowances free from such risks including the emission reduction units
(ERU) and guaranteed CER (gCER) of the CDM project already granted
with the credits.
BGA’s Role in Carbon Markets
Baraka Global Advisors (“BGA”) provides carbon management
strategies (CMS) that are ideally suited to customers.
The CMS aims to provide all necessary services such as setting a
corporation’s GHG target, helping reach the carbon neutral
commitment, reducing GHG emissions, conducting a CDM project,
trading allowances, and handling PF.
1. Carbon Neutrality
Being carbon neutral, or carbon neutrality, refers to neutral total carbon release,
brought about by balancing the amount of carbon released with the amount
sequestered or offset. BGA estimates a client’s total GHG emissions. First, a BGA
consultant defines the client’s carbon footprint and creates a GHG emissions
control plan to help reduce the emissions based on the data collected.
2. Corporate GHG Strategies
BGA utilizes a proprietary model to balance the client with the commercial
carbon market and meet the client's specific requirements. Our consultants
consider the diversity of the projects and carbon allowances to minimize
exposure to risks and restrictions and maximize potential profits with the shift of
paradigm regarding carbon concerns.
3. Carbon Market Research and Analysis
BGA’s carbon market research and analysis services provide a wide outlook of
the international carbon markets. Based on its market supply and demand
research as well as potential consumers and suppliers, BGA analyzes anticipated
price ranges and categories of price drivers.
4. Certified Emission Reductions (CERs) Transaction Service
BGA assesses the client’s current availability of assets to acquire CERs. Also, it
provides advice on the preparation of the CDM and JI applications and performs
projects in accordance with the UN’s regulations and procedures. BGA also
offers climate change consulting.
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Global Network

Saha Thai Steel Pipe Public Company Limited

Thailand’s Largest Steel Pipe Manufacturer Saha Thai Steel Pipe Public Company Limited
Text by Editorial Department
Partners with Noroo Paint for Thailand Business
20
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Thailand
Noroo Paint first came into contact with Saha Thai Steel Pipe Company when Assistant Manager Lee, Sang-hyeon of
Noroo established a branch office in Bangkok, Thailand. The business relationship between the two companies had its
start in 2004. Noroo Paint is currently supplying Saha Thai Company with water-soluble rust-resistant paints for steel
pipes. Saha Thai Company and Noroo Paint, respectively manufacturers of wide-ranging round and rectangular pipes and
a variety of paints, have been in partnership for some years

09+10 2008
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Saha Thai Steel Pipe Public Company is Thailand’s largest structural steel
pipe manufacturer known for its superior quality and reliable service. Saha
Thai Company presently manufactures and distributes the largest bulk of
structural and plumbing pipes in Thailand and exports up to 50% of its
production.
Saha Thai Company is renowned in the global pipe market and thus is an
important customer of Noroo. In Thailand, Japanese companies have a
better position in the market than Korean companies. Therefore, having a
business relationship with Thailand’s largest steel pipe manufacturer is
meaningful, not to Noroo alone, but also to Korea, and it is expected to
have positive influence on Korea's business relationship with other
neighboring countries.
Saha Thai Company’s pipe painting is contracted to its affiliate, JHP
International Co., Ltd. The company’s President Goh, Wuk explained,
“Saha Thai Company and Noroo Paint’s stable relationship has ensured a
reliable supply of high-quality paints and prompt service.” Noroo Paint’s
Assistant Manager Lee, Sang-hyeon is committed to maintaining a win-
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Thailand
win relationship with Saha Thai Company. He said, "Our customers can
be assured of our commitment to product quality and customer
satisfaction all year around made possible by our seamless follow-up
service.” Saha Thai Company uses only Noroo paints for its entire pipe
production, most of which are exported to Australia, U.S., Canada,
Europe, and Southeast Asia. It also has a plan to use Noroo’s watersoluble, rust-resistant varnish clear products in its new production facility
that will come into operation during the early half of next year.
Man Known for Good Sense of Humor and Friendly Smile - JHP International Co., Ltd.
President Goh, Wuk

When did your company begin working with Noroo Paint?
We did it in 2004. Prior to that, we didn't have a pipe-coating facility and
contracted pipe-coating to an outside company. While Saha Thai
Company researched many products to use in direct production, the
company learned about Noroo’s water-soluble paints. They looked perfect
for use in Saha Thai’s facilities and a deal was made.
We currently manufacture a variety of pipes and our major buyers in
Australia prefer coated pipes. So, we export only coated pipes.
What has been Noroo Paint’s advantage?
First of all, Noroo Paint offers products that have been verified through the
years. We prefer quality-proven products because we want to nip trouble in
the bud. I believe Noroo Paint’s products and service quality far exceed
those offered by any other company in Thailand or Korea.
Our trust in Noroo was at the maximum when we began because Noroo
had a Thailand Branch in Bangkok back then to provide an immediate solution to any problem. Of course, we still trust Noroo because they make sure
any problem is addressed as soon as possible. Assistant Manager Lee,
Sang-hyeon, who used to represent the Thailand Branch has returned to
Korea. Noroo’s follow-up isn’t as quick as when he was in Thailand, but
Noroo still responds to a problem far more quickly than other companies.
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Does your company prefer to work with a Korean company
because you, the president, are Korean?
They say, “Men are blind in their own causes.” Since I’m Korean, I feel
more comfortable working with a Korean company. It's true I can communicate more freely with Koreans than foreigners and I like Koreans’ expeditious manner at work. Having said that, the reason I work with Noroo is
mainly for its verified quality. Thailand also produces water-soluble, rustresistant paints, but I can say Noroo Paint’s quality is the best of all and has
been verified over time.
How did you get to undertake Saha Thai’s pipe painting process
and how did you first get in touch with Lee, Sang-hyeon?
At first, I was handling container affairs in Saha Thai’s affiliate. I came to
undertake pipe-coating after I solved a problem with the pipe-coating lines.
I first contacted Noroo through Assistant Manager Lee who represented
Noroo’s Thailand Branch back then. I think we became closer friends very
quickly as there were not many Korean companies operating in Thailand
and we depended emotionally on each other. Sadly, he’s back in Korea
now, but we still exchange e-mails and talk to each other on the phone.
When he visits Thailand on business, I make sure that we see each other
and spend some time together.
What is the major difference in corporate culture between
Korea and Thailand?
Korea and Thailand are very distinct countries. Korean companies are good
at follow-up, effective and quick, always thinking how to improve. Thais are
rather slow, not so stressed out. For example, Koreans tend to hurry a solution, but Thais solve a problem step-by-step, one at a time. Neither country
could be said to be superior; but I think Koreans have much to learn about
Thai’s relaxed attitude.
* JHP International: Saha Thai Steel Pipe Company’s affiliate assigned to paint its steel pipes.
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Happy Partner

NOROO Group’s First & Best Partner
Kukdo Chemical, Korea’s Major Epoxy Resin Maker
Text by Editorial Department
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Kukdo Chemical Co., Ltd. is Korea’s first epoxy resin manufacturer and distributor and is sited
in the Guro Digital Complex. Kukdo Chemical has the largest facility and a substantial market
position in Korea’s epoxy resin industry. It began working with Noroo Paint in the mid-80’s.

09+10 2008
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Happy Partner

In Korea, demand for epoxy resin has been increasing since the 1980’s.
When Kukdo Chemical was established in 1972, the demand for and
development of epoxy resin products were insignificant, providing local
corporations no incentive to participate. However, the market began to
grow with the increasing demand from the flourishing paint, automobile,
shipbuilding, and electronics businesses in the early 1980’s, when Kukdo’s
epoxy resin products began to be better known. This was also when the
company started working with the NOROO Group.

Blue Ocean Strategy Characterizes Kukdo Chemical
Director Kim, Dong-chi introduced Kukdo Chemical by saying, “Our
company started as a joint venture company affiliated with a parent
company in Japan and our growth is attributed not to local sales in Korea
but to exports to the parent company.”
Although the business was small back then, it steadily grew with Korea’s
industrialization. Epoxy resin began to be in great demand as the
investment of large companies in Korea increased and industries were
fostered. Some large companies even launched epoxy resin businesses,
but some of them were acquired by foreign corporations during Asia’s
financial crisis in the 1990’s.
26
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To accommodate the increasing demand and growth, Kukdo Chemical
expanded facilities in the Guro Digital Complex, Iksan, Sihwa, and Busan
and established a factory in China to expand business overseas.
Director Kim said, “Kukdo Chemical is Korea’s first producer and
distributor of epoxy resin.” Regarding its future, he added, “Up to 60% of
our epoxy resin items are in great demand by international markets so our
international business prospects are bright.”
The world’s major corporations are interested in this industry and in China
in particular, the demand for epoxy resin is rapidly increasing due to the
growth of industries manufacturing containers, ships, IT materials and
construction materials. Until the end of 2008, China’s demand is expected
to increase at an 8% rate, but the actual figure may turn out to be in
double-digits, thanks to China’s high GDP growth rate.
NOROO Group and Kukdo Chemical March Side by Side
Kukdo Chemical’s Team Manager Hong, Byeong-gi and DPI Holdings’
Manager Kim, Seong-su succeeded their predecessors in the two
companies’ 10-year relationship.
Kim explained, “Korea has four epoxy resin manufacturers, but our largest
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and most important supplier is Kukdo Chemical.”
We asked him to describe the secret of this long relationship and he
answered, “Kukdo Chemical responds perfectly to consumers’ differing
needs for products." He further noted, “Our long relationship has made
us close partners with a commitment that equals any challenge.”
Hong said, “We will continue to supply epoxy resin throughout the
NOROO Group and incorporate our customer’s demands for product
development in the formation of an even better relationship in the future.”
This close relationship has created great synergy. For example, KNT,
NOROO’s affiliate in China enjoys lower costs and shorter delivery times
when buying from Kukdo Chemical’s China Plant. Hong played an
important role in connecting these two facilities.
As pigments and epoxy resins go hand in hand, the NOROO Group and
Kukdo Chemical cherish their long and trusting relationship.
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